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answers, welcome to download the newest PassLeader 1Z0-533 VCE dumps and PDF dumps:
https://www.passleader.com/1z0-533.html (71 Q&As) BTW: Download PassLeader 1Z0-533 dumps from Google Drive for free:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s7MIEhfBZO08e1nR2qW1XlxFm4RUqxKV QUESTION 1Identify the two true statements
assuming you are working with a single application with multiple plan types. A. A user-defined custom dimension may exist in
one plan type but not the other plan types.B. A user-defined custom dimension may have members in one plan type but not the
remaining plan types.C. All members in the entity dimension must exist in all plan types.D. All members in the accounts
dimension must exist in all plan types.E. All periods must exist in all plan types. Answer: AE QUESTION 2What are the correct
predefined types of base time periods that can be established when creating the calendar in a planning application? A. Weekly,
Monthly, Quarterly, Custom.B. Monthly, Quarterly, Custom.C. Monthly, Quarterly, Weekly.D. Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly,
Yearly, Custom.E. Only Custom periods are possible. Answer: B QUESTION 3Identify the three characteristics of the Scenarios
dimension. A. Security can be assigned to members of the Scenario dimension.B. It allows the administrator to assign valid
periods for data entry.C. It allows bottoms up or target planning.D. Exchange rate tables are tied to the Scenario dimension.E.
One member in the scenario dimension may be valid for Plan Type. Answer: ABD QUESTION 4Which three components can be
changed after the creation of the Planning application? A. Number of yearsB. Names of plan typesC. Number of plan typesD.
Initialization of WFP or CapEx Planning modulesE. Weekly distribution spreadF. Year Dimension NameG. Default Currency
Answer: ADF QUESTION 5You need to create a highly formatted, printable income statement for each store in your company.
Each report should be emailed to the store manager at the close of each week (each store has a different store manager). What is the
best way to deliver this solution? A. With Financial Reporting, create a book for each store that contains a P&L for each store and
use the book to distribute the reports to store managers via email.B. With Financial Reporting, create a store P&L and use batch
bursting to distribute the report to store managers via email.C. With Web Analysis, create an income statement that store managers
can log in and access.D. Within Smart View Report Designer, use the Cascade feature to generate and distribute each store income
statement via email.E. Create a Planning P&L Data form and use email notification to send to store managers. Answer: D
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